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Sent via email: 
  
Chairman Kappel, 
Vice Chairman Cueto and 
Members of the DRB 
  
I strongly support the Kitchen Sync development project for the reasons stated below. 
  
     As background, I own a property that shares a boundary (an abutting property) with the 
proposed Kitchen Sync project currently under review by the East Montpelier Development 
Review Board (DRB). We purchased our undeveloped property in 1989 and built our home in 
1992. My wife Pam (now deceased) and I raised our family in that home and we did our utmost 
to maintain the standards and aesthetics of the community, including the conditions embodied in 
the zoning permit for the Eastwood development. Additionally, as some might recall, along the 
way, I had raised significant concerns to the DRB with regard to the nature and circumstances of 
the establishment of the illegal salvage yard (and its significant adverse impact on community 
aesthetics and for other reasons). 
  
     This Kitchen Sync lot is in a development zone that permits “commercial and residential” 
development. In my view, any commercial development of this lot could raise significant 
questions with regard to noise, traffic, road wear, air quality, potential other environmental 
concerns (water/waste water) and scores of other possible concerns as of yet uncontemplated.  
  
     By contrast, the Kitchen Sync plans call for residential, single family, homes. The prospect of 
four homes custom built to a three bedroom, two car garage standard would be a welcome 
addition. As a related thought, I wonder if a spokesperson for the Kitchen Sync project might 
provide assurances to the community at large about the landscaping plan and any intentions with 
regard to the aesthetic character of Wheeler Road in the aftermath of the aforementioned illegal 
junkyard. 
  
     From a practical standpoint, any modern development project undertaken in an established 
community relies on regulations, permits, standards, surveys, engineering studies, building 
codes, inspections, hearings, reviews and so forth. But the true and lasting “end-result” on the 
community aesthetic comes only from the integrity of the owners, their respect for the 
community, neighbors and for the willful understanding of, and adherence to, previously agreed 
upon standards. For instance, across Wheeler Road from the Kitchen Sync project site is a small
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development established as the Eastwood Subdivision. This subdivision consists of 5 lots. The 
subdivision’s development permit included a requirement to form a Homeowners’ Association, 
which, itself, included specific standards intended, among other things, to maintain an aesthetic 
standard and to protect property values. As an example, included in the “Covenants and 
Restrictions” is a requirement that lots are developed as per the exact language below (excerpted 
from the C&R’s): 
  
1. The lots shall not be subdivided so as to create additional lots. 
  
2. The lots shall be used for single-family residential purposes only; no apartments shall be 
allowed on any lot; one garage of not more than a three-car capacity shall be allowed on each 
lot; one small storage shed for gardening equipment and the like shall be allowed. This does not 
exclude a professional home office such as those appropriate to medicine, law, accounting, 
architecture and other such professions. 
  
3. No house trailers or mobile homes shall be kept on the property at any time; however, a 
motor home or camper, so-called, may be stored in a garage. No unlicensed vehicles, excepting 
gas or electric golf carts, shall be allowed to stand outdoors on any lot; provided, however that 
the exterior storage of seasonal vehicles, such as boats and snowmobiles, may be allowed if 
approved by the Review Board. 
  
     Despite the existence of governing documents from this Homeowners Association, including 
various covenants and restrictions, one of the five lots in the subdivision has been developed for 
exclusive use as a trailer pad for a camper. Another of the five lots conveys every appearance of 
an abandoned house. My point is that no matter how good the project looks on paper, how well 
managed the project oversight by local authority or how nice the project actually comes together, 
the community aesthetic will never be any better than what the community tolerates when 
individuals violate the agreements or fail to maintain standards. This seems to be the case in the 
Eastwood Subdivision and I would presume this could happen anywhere where there is a 
permissive approach to pernicious variations from defined standards. Accordingly, the entire 
DRB (and subsequent actual development) process is only as good as the subsequent 
maintenance and enforcement of standards applicable to property owners. Like a chain, property 
standards and community aesthetics are only as good as the weakest link and I don’t believe any 
amount or government review or oversight will ever absolve local Homeowners Associations (or 
other formally organized communities) from upholding their own governing documents if they 
expect to maintain any aesthetic (or uphold property values). 
  
    Switching gears, it is my view that an orderly process of removing the decaying equipment 
from the lot would be a monumental improvement for the local environment (as well as the 
community aesthetic). Then, with Town and State oversight and a largely transparent process 
with building codes, various inspections and “sunshine” on this activity, I’d think this 
development would provide the best outcome for the property and the community short of 
reforestation.  
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     I support the effort to see that the Kitchen Sync project achieves a permit and, with a wish, to 
see that the conditions of the permit, as well as LUDR’s, are upheld over time. 
  
     I ask that my thoughts, as detailed in this letter, be incorporated into the record. 
  
     Thank you to the DRB members and the many other East Montpelier volunteers that 
generously give their time and energy to allow us to enjoy the fruit of your deliberations and 
efforts. 
  
  
  
Respectfully, 
  

 
William Pollock 


